The significance of close but negative excision margin for treatment of soft-tissue sarcoma.
Wide excision is the major recommendation for management of soft-tissue sarcomas. Pathologic reports of postexcision sarcomas revealed very close (within 2 mm) but clear excision margins. This investigation was a retrospective study to determine whether wide reexcision plus radiotherapy (R/T), or R/T only, yielded better outcomes. We evaluated our soft-tissue sarcoma cases who had received wide excision in the past 15 years. The surgical margin conditions (negative, positive, or close margins) and pathologic status were evaluated. The different management modalities for each condition were also evaluated individually and discussed. There were 73 cases from 1995 to 2010 in our section who had received wide excision. The overall recurrence rate was 24.6%. In cases with margin positive, the recurrence rate was 20% (2/8) after quick reexcision. However, the recurrence rate was 56% in patients who received R/T but without quick reexcision. In cases with close resection margins (<2 mm) with no reexcision but R/T, the recurrence rate was 45%, and all of them had a high-grade malignancy sarcoma. The other nonrecurrence cases (55%) had low-grade malignancy or well-differentiated sarcoma.In summary, in cases with positive margin sarcoma, quick reexcision plus R/T was suggested and the recurrence rate was relatively low. In soft-tissue sarcoma cases with close margin, we believe quick reexcision plus R/T is necessary, especial in high-grade, poor differentiated soft-tissue sarcomas.